**JOB OFFER**

**International Junior Scientific Project Manager**

**About Inospin SA,**
A high potential and growing startup that became #1 open innovation platform for Scientific Innovation with recognized open innovation solutions for more than 150 leading multinational companies in Life Sciences (including half of top pharma), Chemistry, Material Science and Engineering.

**Office location:**
Prague City Center, Czech Republic

**Job description:**
- Work on Open Innovation programs of fortune 500 companies: understand their R&D programs and help them to find novel interesting R&D external collaborations matching their criteria.
- Exchange with researchers, technology transfer offices and incubators to understand their research projects and innovations and help them to valorize them toward industrials.
- Manage several international projects simultaneously on various scientific topics and use Project Management tools.

**Profile requirements:**
- Professional written and spoken English is compulsory.
- Minimum Master's degree in science.
- Even if it is a plus, no prior experience in project management is required. We are more interested in your motivation.
- Ability to work in a fast-paced international start up environment and ability to multi-task.

**Salary:** to be discussed.
Please note that we also offer trainee position for individuals with no experience in project management and would like to acquire it.

Send your application to contact@inospin.com and you will receive an invitation for an online interview.
International Business development and Product Manager in Open Innovation in Pharma

About Inospin,
Swiss based startup that became #1 open innovation platform for Scientific Innovation with recognized open innovation solutions for its customers in Sciences and especially Pharmaceuticals (Sanofi, Bayer, Merck, Roche, GSK, etc).

Office location:
Prague City Center, Czech Republic

Job description:
• Participate in the launching of new products, help establish business and marketing strategy for open innovation R&D programs of top pharma and medtech companies and perform sales.
• Identify new business opportunities among top industrial companies’ Open Innovation, R&D, Licensing and Business development departments.
• Understand their problematic and collaborate with them to design the most relevant Open Innovation programs that will be run by Inospin’s Project management team.

Profile requirements:
• A scientific education in Life Sciences and fluent English are compulsory.
• No prior experience or degrees in business is required. We are more interested in your motivation.
• Communication and relation skills are a plus and you shall be willing to engage in business conversation with customers.
• Ability to work in a fast-paced international start up environment and ability to multi-task.

Length & Salary: Min. 5 months. To be discussed.

Send your application to contact@inospin.com and you will receive an invitation for an online interview.
International Business development and Product Manager in Open Innovation in Sciences

About Inospin,
Swiss based startup that became #1 open innovation platform for Scientific Innovation with recognized open innovation solutions for its customers in Life Science, Chemistry, Material Science and Engineering (Sanofi, Bayer, Merck, BASF, PepsiCo, Nestle, and over 100 more.)

Office location:
Prague City Center, Czech Republic

Job description:
• Participate in the launching of new products, help establish business and marketing strategy for open innovation R&D programs of top industrial companies and perform sales.
• Identify new business opportunities among top industrial companies’ Open Innovation, R&D, Licensing and Business development departments.
• Understand their problematic and collaborate with them to design the most relevant Open Innovation programs that will be run by Inospin’s Project management team.

Profile requirements:
• A scientific education and fluent English are compulsory.
• No prior experience or degrees in business is required. We are more interested in your motivation.
• Communication and relation skills are a plus and you shall be willing to engage in business conversation with customers.
• Ability to work in a fast-paced international start up environment and ability to multi-task.

Length & Salary: Min. 5 months. To be discussed.

Send your application to contact@inospin.com and you will receive an invitation for an online interview.
About Inospin,
Swiss based startup that became #1 open innovation platform for Scientific Innovation with recognized open innovation solutions for its customers in Sciences and especially Pharmaceuticals (Sanofi, Bayer, Merck, Roche, GSK, etc).

Office location:
Prague City Center, Czech Republic

Job description:
• Work on Open Innovation programs of top pharma companies with a Project Manager.
• Understand their problematic and collaborate with them to design the most relevant Open Innovation.
• Exchange with researchers, technology transfer offices and incubators in Life Sciences all other the world to understand their research projects.

Profile requirements:
• A scientific education in Life Sciences and fluent English are compulsory.
• No prior experience or degrees in business or project management is required. We are more interested in your motivation.
• Ability to work in a fast-paced international start up environment and ability to multi-task.

Length & Salary: Min. 5 months. To be discussed.

Send your application to contact@inospin.com and you will receive an invitation for an online interview.
About Inospin,
Swiss based startup that became #1 open innovation platform for Scientific Innovation with recognized open innovation solutions for its customers in Life Science, Chemistry, Material Science and Engineering (Sanofi, Bayer, Merck, BASF, PepsiCo, Nestle, and over 100 more.)

Office location:
Prague City Center, Czech Republic

Job description:
• Work on Open Innovation programs of top innovative companies with a Project Manager.
• Understand their problematic and collaborate with them to design the most relevant Open Innovation.
• Exchange with researchers, technology transfer offices and incubators in Life Sciences all other the world to understand their research projects and innovations.

Profile requirements:
• A scientific education in Sciences and fluent English are compulsory.
• No prior experience or degrees in business or project management is required. We are more interested in your motivation.
• Ability to work in a fast-paced international start up environment and ability to multi-task.

Length & Salary: Min. 5 months. To be discussed.

Send your application to contact@inospin.com and you will receive an invitation for an online interview.